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Introduction

 Homicide offences continue to increase with 112 additional offences since January 2020 of which 56%

(63) were committed using a knife or bladed instrument. 18 offences have been flagged as domestic

abuse.

 The MPS has recorded a total of 12,410 knife crime offences, a decrease of 19% (2,901) comparative to

the same period last year.

 Knife crime with injury has declined by 20% (797) and accounts for 26% (3,194) of all recorded knife

crime offences.

 The volume of knife injury victims (under 25 and not flagged domestic) has reduced by 27% (457) to

1,208.

 The decline of personal robbery throughout London currently equates to 9,291 (26%) less offences than

the previous year. The volume of sanction detections has increased by 382 (22%) currently resulting in an

8% detection rate.



MPS – Strategy
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Mayor of London Action Plan

 Cross-City Hall initiative launched by the Mayor November 

2020

 Focus on MPS – police powers; working together; 

representation; accountability

 Momentum from killing of George Floyd in US with 

connection back to the 1999 Macpherson report

 MOPAC review of progress – February ’21; July ’21; 

December ‘21

 Mayoral election – May 2021 – Focus on law and order



 59% of Black Victims of crime satisfied with our service 

compared to 68% of white victims of crime.

 Black individuals 3.7 times more likely to be stopped.

 42% of charged homicide offenders were teenagers and of 

those 75% were Black.

 Black Londoners 1.8 times more likely to be victims of knife 

crime.

 15.4% BAME officers; whereas BAME people represent 41% 

of London’s population

The Challenge



• Stop and Search & Use of Force Board

o New Pledge; Strategy; Improvement Plan; Governance Structure; 

SE-BCU main collaborator of Met Task & Finish Group

• Engagement Board

o New Strategy; Board; Improvement Plan 

• Recruitment

o Locally driven recruitment – Everyone is a recruiter

 We all have a role in supporting the Met to deliver on the action 

plan  

South East BCU – Taking a lead



Public  Attitude Survey



Public Attitude Survey - Cont



 Publish Stop and Search performance data for the BCU. The data is publically available on the Met website. To include the use of infographics for ease of reading.

Stop and Search – Improvement Plan

WE WILL:

 Improve trust and accountability of stop and search

 Ensure officers are following APP and MPS policy and switching on 

their body-worn video camera early enough to capture the entirety 

of a stop and search interaction

 Supervisors taking a proactive role in monitoring and ensuring 

compliance with body-worn video APP and MPS policy by

 Supervisors brief their officers regarding BWV compliance. BWV is utilised and uploaded.

 BWV dip Sampling by SLT/ supervisors to ensure professional standards are upheld. 

 BWV dip sampling by S&S Community Monitoring Groups.

• Publish Stop and Search performance data for the BCU. The data is 

publically available on the Met website

HOW:



Stop and Search – Improvement Plan

WE WILL:

• Display trustworthy motives by effectively addressing the crimes that affect the 

community 

HOW:

• Focused proactivity and use of S&S across the SE BCU to:

• Support the Met Priority in tackling violence.

• Tackling knife and gun crime.

• Targeting active criminals.

• Tackling crimes that affect the community.

• Find stolen or illegal items and detect crimes.

• Tackle drugs



Stop and Search – Improvement Plan

WE WILL:

 Ensure Professionalism

 Ensure officers exercising stop and search powers are not using restraint/handcuffs as 

a matter of routine and are only using these tools when reasonable, proportionate and 

necessary

HOW:

• We will act on community feedback regarding the quality of the encounter when conducting 

Stop and Search.

• We will review and understand issues relating to disproportionality (to include age, sex, 

race), data and supervision at the DQEB/Stop and Search, 

• Include in S&S training programme



Stop and Search – Improvement Plan

WE WILL :

 Support Safer Schools Officer’s to build better engagement with 

young people 

 Distribute hard copies of S&S data on a regular basis

HOW:

• We will help to develop S&S discussions with young people in small 

groups (‘Police in Schools’ – Bradford and Yesberg - 2018). 

• Monthly Neighbourhood newsletter (to include S&S data taken from the MOPAC Dashboard) 

to be circulated to partners and the community.



Stop and Search – Improvement Plan

WE WILL:

• Ensure the patrol strategy and deployments are intelligence led.  This includes briefings for 

BCU and non-BCU assets such as TSG, VCTF and Immigration.

HOW: 

 BCU and non-BCU assets to formally link in with local neighbourhood  and partnership 

teams to ensure a better understanding of specific local community concerns before they 

deploy. Consider the co-deployment of Neighbourhood officers to support this activity.  

WE WILL:

 BCU and non-BCU assets to formally link in with local neighbourhood  and partnership 

teams to ensure a better understanding of specific local community concerns before they 

deploy. Consider the co-deployment of Neighbourhood officers to support this activity. 

HOW:

• Community/Police Panel co-chaired by the BCU Commander and a community member to 

review use of force and improve transparency of police actions.



Stop and Search



Stop and Search by Ethnic Appearance



Stop and Search by Reason



Stop and Search - Outcomes



Stop and Search – Good News

Officers from the  

VSU detained a male after 

he brandished a large Rambo 

style knife at them as part of 

a stop and search

D TEAM RESPONSE 

LEWISHAM. The machete has 

been sent to the lab for 

forensics

VSU officers were tasked 

specifically to the robbery and 

violence hotspot of the 

Ladywell area 

A male armed with a locking 

knife was threatening members 

of the public. 

Found following S/S during 

Autumn Nights patrols



Covid Enforcement



COVID – ASB calls  - Last 16 weeks



Covid FPN’s since March ‘20



Covid 19 Arrests – Pan London


